
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 19 November 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Ariana M Respect For being respectful by listening to others and following instructions so well. Keep it up, Ariana! 

PC Sofia T Optimism For being an enthusiastic participant in all activities and beginning the day with a positive attitude. 

PP Mikayla R Pride For responding so well to teacher feedback and showing so much pride in your writing. You are doing a beautiful job Mikayla! 

PP Elinor E Responsibility For bouncing back into the school routine and helping others throughout the day. You are such a kind friend Elinor!  

PS Mia B Respect For inviting new friends to play. Awesome stuff Mia! 

PS Mark Y Respect For always being a super 5L listener. Thank you Marky! 

PU Lucas D Responsibility For working so hard during writing time, you are making great progress with your writing, it is beautiful! Well done :) 

PU Caydence L Optimism For always being so positive and enthusiastic in everything you do. Keep up the wonderful job Caydence! 

1C Lucas T Responsibility  For always focusing on his learning and encouraging others to do the right thing. Keep up the wonderful work Lucas! 

1C Noah G Pride For carrying out your work to the best of your ability & taking the time to tidy extra things in the classroom. Thank you for being helpful Noah! 

1D Anson S Pride For always taking great pride in the presentation of his work. His letters are always beautifully formed and spaced. Keep it up, Anson! 

1D Leo W Optimism For coming back to school with a positive attitude and completing all his learning tasks to the best of his ability. Fantastic work, Leo! 

1M Max F Optimism For returning to school life with a great attitude and trying his best with his tasks. Well done Max! 

1M Noa F Optimism For always having a smile on her face and being willing to give everything a go. Keep up the wonderful effort Noa! 

1S Bonnie C Responsibility For returning to school with a positive attitude and being a role model to her peers. She is always willing to help her friends and teachers. 

1S Armaan J Pride For taking pride in his work and completing all set tasks to a high standard. Well done on a positive return to school, Armaan! 

1Y Mila H Optimism  For returning to school with a positive attitude and always trying her best. Well done Mila! 

1Y Jackson N Pride  For always taking such pride in the presentation of his work. Great job Jackson! 

2C Ella Z Pride For constantly presenting her school work and art work so beautifully! Fantastic Ella! 

2C Archer B Respect For considering the feelings of others and working sensibly in class. Well done Archer! 

2D Bailey B Optimism For always having a smile on her face and being willing to give everything a go. Well done, Bailey. 

2D Sunya M Respect For showing politeness by giving friendly greetings and farewells to her classmates and teachers. Well done, Sunya. 

2G Evie C Optimism For coming back to school with a great attitude and trying her best! 

2G Joshua C Respect For always being respectful to all his friends and teachers. Well done Joshua. 

2N Alice S Pride For always presenting her work to the best of her ability. Keep up the great effort Alice! 

2N Zoe S Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards her learning during our Google Meets. Awesome effort Zoe! 

3B Daniel S Optimism For his hard work during home learning and settling into the TPPS community smoothly.  

3B Lucas Cr Respect For always being there to support his peers and teachers in any situation. 
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3F Arelia J Optimism For always bringing a smile and positive attitude to school. You are a valued member of the grade. 

3F Hailie L Responsibility For her amazing attitude to school, consistently completing all her work with a smile and a positive attitude.  

3G Mamie J Responsibility For consistently completing all her work with a positive attitude. 

3G Indie C Optimism For his amazing attitude to school - always starting the day with a smile and polite demeanour. 

3M Zephir S Respect For coming back from home learning with a positive attitude and settling in to school life with maturity. Well done Zeph! 

3M Cas A Responsibility For his tireless effort helping students and teachers with technical support during home learning. 

4E Violet M Optimism For showing positivity and enthusiasm during home learning and settling back well into the classroom.  

4E Richard W Responsibility  For taking on teacher feedback to improve his learning.  

4K Edward S Optimism For returning to school life with positivity and enthusiasm. 

4K Jack L Pride Encouraging and connecting with his classmates with positivity and zest. 

4TF Rafi S Responsibility  For working collaboratively with his group when designing their new restaurant. 

4TF Marcus S Optimism For trying his best to attend our class Meets and always joining in with a positive attitude. 

5E William  Z Responsibility For coming back from home learning with a positive attitude to giving it his best.  

5E Priscilla L Optimism For her consistent positive attitude towards all learning tasks and giving everything a go! 

5P Bardia A Optimism For returning to school with a positive and happy attitude. Keep it up Bardia!  

5P Stephanie B Respect For always being polite and respectful to her friends and teachers. 

6A Lily S Optimism For returning to school with a positive attitude and working well with those around her. 

6A Lucas H Pride For consistently high academic effort and achievement. Well done Lucas! 

6I Arya T Responsibility For returning to school with a great positive start! Keep up the great work, Arya! 

6I Bani J Pride For the amazing job she did publishing her writing pieces both at home and at school! Excellent work, Bani! 

6K Jorjia N Responsibility For having an excellent return to school after learning at home.  Keep up the good work Jorjia! 

6K Leo S Respect For always being polite and using his manners when interacting with everyone in the school community.  Good job Leo! 

Mandarin Jeremy H - PC Responsibility  For such an amazing effort during Chinese this week.  Great Work! 

Perform.Art Melody M - 6K Optimism For attending and participating in activities with a fantastic attitude, creative ideas and a collaborative mindset. Great job, Melody! 

PE Ajax M - 4TF Optimism For displaying a positive attitude when working with others and playing games. Great work Ajax! 

STEM Lucas L - 5E Responsibility For staying focused and listening carefully when working outside. 

Visual Arts Armaan J – 1S Respect For always listening, being courteous and completing his art to the best of his ability. 

 


